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Established 1961 

Ooredoo celebrates festivities
with staff in annual Ramadan ghabka

You are the reason behind our success: Al Thani

CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Thani delivers
his speech.

Chairman of Ooredoo Group Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al
Thani speaks.

Ooredoo Kuwait’s Corporate Communications Senior Director Mijbil
Alayoub addresses the audience.

KUWAIT: Traditional textiles adorned the Alraya
Ballroom, with the permeating scent of bukhoor welcom-
ing guests as they attended the exclusive staff-only annual
event, the Ramadan ghabka of Ooredoo Kuwait. The event
reflects the core values of caring, connecting, and chal-
lenging, which the company lives by.

Holding this event comes to underscore the company’s
commitment to investing in and connecting with its staff, as
the event was attended by hundreds of members of the
Ooredoo Kuwait Family, including the Chairman of
Ooredoo Group Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al Thani,
the CEO of Ooredoo Group Sheikh Saud bin Nasser Al
Thani, and CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed bin
Abdullah Al Thani.

Sounds of traditional Kuwait music performed by a
folklore band kicked off the event, welcoming guests to the
beat of folklore songs. The master of ceremonies who
hosted the event, aspiring media figure Hashem Asad wel-
comed the guests and presented a fun-filled program of
activities with draws on valuable prizes and competitions.
Speaking at the event, Ooredoo Kuwait’s Corporate
Communications Senior Director Mijbil Alayoub welcome
all the attendees of the event, extending a warm welcome
to Chairman of Ooredoo Group Sheikh Abdullah bin
Mohammed Al Thani and the CEO of Ooredoo Group,
Sheikh Saud bin Nasser Al Thani. He noted that holding
such events to connect with staff is part and parcel of the
company’s policy to connect with its staff, who are joined
not only by profession but by a deep bond of being part of
the Ooredoo Family. He lauded this one-family spirit, which

was prominent in the dedication and commitment of staff
in their contribution to the success of the company
throughout the years. Showcasing this, the company
screened a short concise video that showed the company’s
different achievements throughout the past year, including
three device launch events: the iPhone 8 launch, the iPhone
X launch, and the Galaxy S9 launch. In addition to that, the
company spearheaded supporting youth by sponsoring
several athletes such as Abdulaziz Al-Rashed, Najlaa Al-
Jeraiwi and Rakan Al-Hassawi, in addition to sponsoring
various activities as part of the Arab Youth Capital initia-
tive adopted by the Kuwaiti government last year. 

Ooredoo Kuwait’s General Manager and CEO
Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Thani lauded the efforts of all
staff and their commitment to the company’s values, espe-
cially in an industry that is fast-paced and challenging. He
thanked all staff for their contribution to achieving the
company’s goals, noting that they have embodied the com-
pany’s core values, and added, “You are the reason behind
our success, and we are proud to be part of the Ooredoo
Kuwait family.”

Ramadan TV Commercial
For this Ramadan, Ooredoo launched a new Ramadan

commercial that celebrates the traditions of the Holy
Month and the spirit of togetherness that people now
enjoy as part of their daily digital lifestyles. The commer-
cial shows how people can enjoy the internet in a way that
is personal and unique to each one of them, as well as
highlights how technology can enrich people’s digital lives,

allowing them to live new precious moments and providing
new opportunities to bring families and friends closer
together during this special time of year.

Ooredoo noted that it is investing heavily in building
the best possible networks across its markets, which
enables its customers around the world to access and
enjoy the best of the internet, share their best
#RamadanMoments, and use online technology for good
during the Holy Month.

As part of its campaign, Ooredoo has also launched an
online multinational survey, covering five of the company’s
markets in the Gulf and North Africa, to explore behav-
ioural patterns during the Holy Month. The results of this
first-of-its-kind survey will be used to map online activity
and content preferences during Ramadan, which will
enable Ooredoo to further refine its portfolio of digital
options created especially for the holy month.

Special Ramadan Offer
In line with its mission to enrich people’s lives with

services that meet all their demands, Ooredoo Kuwait
announced a special Ramadan offer that enables cus-
tomers to get the latest smartphone devices with the
exclusive benefits of Shamel plans starting at KD
23/month. 

The special Ramadan offer includes the biggest flagship
devices in the market: the iPhone X and iPhone 8 from
Apple, and the Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9+ from Samsung.
The bundles include 500 local minutes, 30 GB of high-
speed mobile internet, and boast a variety of exclusive

perks available only with Shamel postpaid plans. The ben-
efits include carrying over unused internet to the following
month, which give customers more value for their money;
freezing contracts in case of travel for up to 3 months, dur-
ing which the customer doesn’t have to pay the monthly
subscription fee, giving them more flexibility with their
usage, in addition to Ooredoo Passport roaming plans, and
the ability to add a new device to the same contract and
transfer contract ownership - all of which are ultimately
aimed at giving customers services that suit their needs.

Awarding Volunteers
In alignment with its commitment to supporting

youth and volunteers, Ooredoo honored the members of
its volunteer program, which was launched in its fourth
edition ahead of Ramadan. The company launched its
activities with distributing iftar meals to hundreds of
workers from its iftar tent, with its prime location on
Soor Street opposite its head office. To better serve a
wider range of beneficiaries, the company utilizes a
special truck that will deliver meals to areas populated
by underserved communities. The meal distribution
drive is fully operated by Ooredoo’s volunteer program
members, after the great success of the program in the
last years. The upper management at Ooredoo regularly
participate in the activities, in addition to staff from the
company’s different departments and divisions. The
activities beyond meal distribution include visits to care
centers of the elderly, the disabled, and to the orphan-
age and children’s hospital wards.

KUWAIT: (From left) Ooredoo Group CEO Sheikh Saud bin Nasser Al Thani, CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed
bin Abdullah Al Thani and Chairman of Ooredoo Group Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al Thani. CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Thani poses with marketing department employees.

CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Thani poses with marketing department employees. CEO of Ooredoo Kuwait Mohammed bin Abdullah Al Thani poses with sales department employees.

Ooredoo staff in a group photo. A folklore dance performance during the ghabka.


